
3 ROADBLOCKS TO FULLY SCALABLE
INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

Applying automation in a piecemeal approach makes scaling across the 
enterprise a challenge. Use this roadmap, based on a recent HFS Research 

survey of over 300 global senior executives, to navigate around three major 
automation roadblocks to your integrated automation destination.

Data needs to be fully transparent and free to move securely through 
your organisation’s processes. Instead, it’s trapped in departmental silos.

YOU ARE HERE
THE DATA DEAD-END

challenge to success 
of automation programmes:

Inability to scale

of cases: 
No end-to-end

integrated process view

of leaders are confident in
achieving key targets with intelligent

automation technologies

ROADBLOCK 3
A LACK OF TALENT AND STRATEGY

Use process discovery findings to 
create a detailed implementation 
plan for your selected integrated 

automation platform 

Use AI techniques from fractal 
science for intelligent automation 

and contextualisation

Find strategic business roles for 
the redistribution of workers

CLEAR THE ROADBLOCK

Leaders are struggling with:

Sourcing talent cross-skilled
in AI, analytics and automation 

Lack of vision, strategy and
plan for leveraging integrated IA 

YOUR SUCCESSFUL JOURNEY INCLUDES:

YOUR DESTINATION
FULLY SCALABLE INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

If you’ve made it this far, you’re joining an elite group of executives
with an enterprise-wide approach to integrated automation:
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ROADBLOCK 2
SEPARATE TECHNOLOGY CoEs INCREASE AUTOMATION SILOS

Establish an overarching technology CoE for AI, analytics and 
automation to assist with selecting technology that integrates 

all needed intelligent automation capabilities

CLEAR THE ROADBLOCK

What CoEs (centers of excellence) currently look like:

Different CoE’s
for AI, analytics
and automation

In the process
of formulating

a strategy

Each business
unit/geography

leads its own initiatives

Have global CoEs to
combine AI, analytics

and automation

One dominant data ingestion
technology; no integration across

data sources; minimal process
discovery tools

Multiple separate data capture
and process discovery tools in

piecemeal implementations

Native data ingestion modules
of solution elements with no 

integrated process discovery tools

Evaluate your entire organisation 
by using a process discovery tool 

to assist in finding automation 
opportunities across departments

Evaluate technology vendors for 
integrated automation capabilities 

that make data visible and usable 
across the enterprise

CLEAR THE ROADBLOCK

ROADBLOCK 1
PROBLEMATIC APPROACHES TO DATA INGESTION

How organisations are currently handling data ingestion:

The Analysts: HFS Research

The Study: 
“Solve the Automation Scale Challenge with 
Integrated Intelligent Automation Platforms” 

Discover more HFS insights in this report, 
Solve the Automation Scale Challenge with 
Integrated Automation
www.ant.works/hfs-research-iiap

To get your copy of the 
HFS Report

CLICK HERE

The Survey Respondents: 
• 317 senior enterprise leaders from Global 2000 organisations
• 9 industries including the public sector
• 3 major geographies: the Americas, Europe and APAC
Develop your best route to fully scalable process automation. 


